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Habitat connectivity is considered to have an important role on the persistence of populations in the face of habitat fragmentation, in particular, for
species with conservation concern. However, it can also impose indirect
negative effects on native species through the spread of invasive species.
Here, we investigated direct and indirect effects of habitat connectivity
on populations of invasive bullfrogs and native wrinkled frogs and how
these effects are modified by the presence of common carp, a resident
shared predator, in a farm pond system in Japan. The distribution pattern
analysis using a hierarchical Bayesian modelling indicated that bullfrogs
had negative effects on wrinkled frogs, and that these negative effects
were enhanced with increasing habitat connectivity owing to the metapopulation structure of bullfrogs. The analysis also suggested that common carp
mitigated these impacts, presumably owing to a top-down trophic cascade
through preferential predation on bullfrog tadpoles. These presumed
interspecific interactions were supported by evidence from laboratory experiments, i.e. predation by carp was more intense on bullfrog tadpoles than on
wrinkled frog tadpoles owing to the difference in refuge use. Our results
indicate that metacommunity perspectives could provide useful insights
for establishing effective management strategies of invasive species living
in patchy habitats.

1. Introduction
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Anthropogenic habitat fragmentation is a major threat to native biodiversity
worldwide [1]. Habitat fragmentation leads to increased stochastic extinction
of local populations [2], decreased rescue effects [3], reduced mutualistic interactions with pollinators or seed dispersers [4,5] and decreased genetic diversity
of populations [6]. To ameliorate these negative effects of habitat fragmentation,
enhancement of habitat connectivity has been repeatedly recommended [7,8].
However, habitat connectivity can also facilitate biological invasions across
a wide range of taxa (e.g. plants, fishes, birds and mammals) [9–13]. A recent
synthetic review has noted that habitat connectivity and invader dispersal ability are important elements in biological invasions [14]. In the face of rapid
biodiversity loss owing to biological invasions on a global scale [15], it is important to consider whether habitat connectivity may impose indirect negative
effects on native species by facilitating the spread of invasive species. Yet,
these effects have rarely been demonstrated in the field.
Additional interactions with other species make it difficult to predict the
effect of habitat connectivity on native species. In particular, the presence of a
shared predator of both invasive and native species could lead to different outcomes, depending on the relative magnitude of underlying indirect effects,
such as trophic cascade or hyperpredation [16]. When trophic cascade is stronger
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(i) Study species
The bullfrog is an invasive frog species introduced from the eastern
United States to Japan in 1918, and is now widely distributed
throughout Japan. Because of its strong negative effect on native
fauna through predation or competition, the bullfrog has been
listed as one of the world’s 100 worst invasive alien species [29].
The wrinkled frog is native to Japan and is much smaller than
the bullfrog (approx. 50 mm versus 150 mm in snout–vent
length [30]). Although the wrinkled frog is widely distributed in
Japan, it is designated as an endangered species in several prefectures. Both the bullfrog and the wrinkled frog reproduce in lentic
or slow lotic habitats, and overwinter as tadpoles [22].
The carp is a large freshwater fish distributed from Asia to
Eastern Europe. Two different strains of carp inhabit Japan: a
native strain and a non-native strain introduced from the Eurasian continent at least 200 years ago [31]. The distribution of
the native strain is now highly limited, whereas the non-native
strain inhabits most lakes, rivers and ponds in Japan. Our
study site contains only non-native carp.

(ii) Study site
We surveyed farm ponds in a hilly region of Ichinoseki City, Iwate
Prefecture, northern Japan (388940 N, 1418040 E). Over 500 farm
ponds are patchily distributed in this region (5  10 km). Because
there are only a few rivers in this hilly area, numerous farm
ponds were constructed to store water for cultivation of rice
fields. The area of each pond varies from 0.01 ha to over 1 ha
(0.083 + 0.15 (s.d.) ha) and the mean maximum depth is 1–2 m.
The ponds have relatively low turbidity with muddy sediment
overlain by allochthonous detritus and are surrounded to varying
degrees by deciduous forests. Because these ponds typically
depend on rainfall for their water supply and have only one
outlet with fixed flashboards, most of them are not connected by
aquatic pathways. Therefore, the farm ponds can be regarded as
isolated ecosystems with respect to fully aquatic taxa such as fishes.
Through interviews with local farmers, bullfrogs were revealed
to have been established in this region for at least 20 years, and they
reproduce almost exclusively in farm ponds. Carp have been introduced into farm ponds for ornamental use, food or control of
aquatic plants, and do not appear to reproduce [32]. Because carp
seldom move between ponds by themselves [32], they can be
regarded as a factor limiting frog abundance at the pond level.
Other alien predators, such as largemouth bass, bluegill and red
swamp crayfish, are rarely found in the study area. Thus, there
are few major aquatic predators, including native species, that are
likely to limit population densities of bullfrogs.
Through bullfrog pest control efforts undertaken by volunteers at
a local non-profit organization, it was found that adult anurans were
the dominant taxa in the stomachs of bullfrogs by frequency of occurrence (35%) in 131 adult bullfrogs captured, followed by Gerridae
(30%), Scarabaeidae (18%) and Carabidae (17%; H. Takeda 2010,
unpublished data, see appendix S1 in the electronic supplementary
material). Native anuran species other than wrinkled frogs either
use farm ponds during only the breeding season (Rhacophorus
arboreus, Rhacophorus ornativentris) or mainly inhabit paddy fields
(Rhacophorus porosa, Rhacophorus schlegelii). Thus, most of the
anurans found in the stomach of bullfrogs appeared to be either
wrinkled frogs or young bullfrogs rather than other native species.

(b) Methods and analyses
(i) Field survey
We selected 145 farm ponds to cover the range of pond areas and
neighbouring pond densities in our study area (26.9% of all
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than hyperpredation as the underlying indirect effect, the
shared predator decreases invasive species populations,
which, in turn, increases native species populations. Conversely, invasive species could indirectly enhance predation
pressure on native species if invasive species improve survival
or reproduction of the shared predator. Because complex interspecific interactions are common in nature, untangling the
indirect effects of the species in a community containing
both invasive and native species is essential to understanding
how habitat connectivity affects native species. In particular,
when the shared predator is also non-native, knowledge of
indirect effects is crucial for conservation purposes, because
the order in which non-native species should be eradicated
will probably determine the restoration success of native
populations [17].
In this study, we examined a patchy farm pond system in
northern Japan to clarify how habitat connectivity and a
shared predator affect native species through the spread of
non-native species. Farm ponds are widely distributed in
East Asia for irrigating paddy fields, and are important habitats for a variety of animals and plants, including many
endangered species [18,19]. We focused on the invasive
American bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana; the native wrinkled
frog, Glandirana rugosa and predatory non-native common
carp, Cyprinus carpio (hereinafter bullfrogs, wrinkled frogs
and carp, respectively). Bullfrogs are native to the eastern
United States, and are known to have negative effects on various native species, including other anurans, in invaded areas
[20,21]. Because both bullfrogs and wrinkled frogs appear to
prefer similar permanent ponds and spend their whole lives
in and near water bodies [22], bullfrogs are likely to have
negative effects on wrinkled frogs, mainly through predation
(see Methods for details). Non-native carp have been established in Japanese aquatic systems for at least 200 years
after their introduction from the Eurasian continent [23].
Carp are efficient predators of tadpoles [24], and as the
top predators in ponds may thus limit the distributions of
both frog species. Because most of the farm ponds in our
system were not connected by aquatic pathways, connectivity
among ponds was considered to be important for only frog
species, as many adult anurans, including bullfrogs, are
known to move among breeding sites through the terrestrial
landscape matrix [25–28].
Here, our objectives are to elucidate the direct and indirect effects of habitat connectivity on the distributions of both
invasive and native species and to understand how shared
resident predators modify these effects in a landscape context. To this end, we analysed distribution data for invasive
bullfrogs and native wrinkled frogs obtained from 145 farm
ponds. In particular, we sought to identify whether bullfrogs
have negative effects on wrinkled frogs, how farm-pond
connectivity affects wrinkled frogs directly and indirectly,
and how carp modify the negative effects of bullfrogs on
wrinkled frogs. We used a hierarchical Bayesian approach
to estimate direct and indirect effects simultaneously and
account for detectability of frog species. In addition to the
above field survey, we conducted two laboratory experiments
to evaluate the differential predation pressure of carp on
bullfrog and wrinkled frog tadpoles and the underlying
mechanisms. We hypothesized that the differential predation
pressure of carp is owing to the difference between the two
tadpole species in refuge use and/or response to chemical
cues from carp.
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Table 1. Description of all variables measured in our study system.
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bullfrog

occupancy

56 out of 145 ponds

number of individuals
occupancy

mean: 0.92 (min – max: 0– 7)
9 out of 145 ponds

wrinkled frog

occupancy
number of individuals

50 out of 145 ponds
1.17 (0 – 15)

common carp
with bullfrog

occupancy
occupancy

59 out of 145 ponds
25 out of 145 ponds

occupancy

15 out of 145 ponds

ﬂoating plant
emergent plant

coverage (%)
coverage (%)

39.7 (0 – 99)
2.3 (0 –45)

submerged plant
pH

coverage category (absent, low, high)
pH

103, 30, 12 ponds
6.68 (5.33– 9.31)

electrical conductivity

(mS m21)

6.42 (2.5– 29.5)

forest
paddy ﬁeld

area proportion (%)
area proportion (%)

52.7 (0 – 100)
41.7 (0 – 100)

dry ﬁeld
pond area

area proportion (%)
area (m2)

2.96 (0 – 100)
499.9 (10.6 –2485.5)

with wrinkled frog

with wrinkled frog

ponds). In these farm ponds, both adult bullfrogs and wrinkled
frogs were counted by call surveys in July and August of 2009
and 2010 (except on rainy days) when the reproductive activities
of both frog species were the highest. Call surveys were conducted for 15 min near a pond between 20.00 and 00.00 [33].
To estimate the detectability of calling frogs at the time of each
survey, additional surveys were conducted on three consecutive
days in 40 ponds in 2010, following the above method. These
replicated survey data in each pond enabled us to estimate
detectability of calling frogs, using a binomial distribution (see
‘Statistical analyses’).
In each pond, we also recorded occupancy (presence or
absence) of carp, coverage by aquatic plants and water properties
(pH and electrical conductivity). The carp occupancy was evaluated by 30 min visual surveys from the pond shore, interviews
with pond owners, or both. As the introduced carp were large
(mostly more than 50 cm) and swam near the surface of the
water during the daytime, they could be detected easily. For
aquatic plants, the degree of coverage of floating and emergent
plants was determined as the proportion of occupied areas, and
that of submerged plants was classified into three categories;
absent, low (less than 30%), or high (more than 30%). In addition
to these factors, we extracted information on terrestrial environments surrounding each pond, pond area and distance between
ponds by using geographical information systems. For surrounding environments, we used area proportions of forests, rice fields
and dry crop fields within 10 m from the outer edge of ponds. All
data measured in our field survey are summarized in table 1.

(ii) Statistical analyses
We used a hierarchical Bayesian approach to simultaneously
explore the direct and indirect effects of pond connectivity,
carp occupancy and local environments on the densities of
both frog species [34]. The Bayesian approach easily accounts
for detectability of call surveys and uncertainties of unknown
parameters related to connectivity (figure 1). We used a zeroinflated Poisson model to describe the abundance of bullfrogs

and wrinkled frogs because they exhibited overdispersion to
some extent [35]. The logarithm of pond area was always
included as an offset term in our analyses to evaluate the effect
of environmental variables on frog densities.
Connectivity between ponds was calculated as in earlier
studies [36]:
X
Si ¼
exp(adij )  Abj ,
i=j

where dij represents the distance between ponds i and j, Aj
represents the area of pond j, and a and b are distance- and
area-dependent parameters of connectivity. For calculating connectivity, we used pond area as a suitable proxy for long-term
average of frog abundance, rather than using snapshot abundance estimates [37,38]. Decreasing a and increasing b,
respectively, indicates that more distant ponds and larger
ponds contribute to connectivity. The magnitude of these parameters largely depends on species characteristics, such as
dispersal ability. We also calculated alternative connectivity to
account for permeability of forests surrounding ponds, because
forest areas could act as a dispersal barrier for moving nonforest frog species [39,40]. The alternative connectivity is
S0i ¼ NFi  Si ,
where NFi is the proportion of non-forested areas within a 10 or
50 m buffer from the outer edge of pond i.
We conducted principal component (PC) analyses to summarize the three subsets of environmental variables (aquatic plants
(AP), water properties (WP) and surrounding environments
(SE)). For subsequent analyses, we used PC1 and PC2 of aquatic
plants, PC1 of water properties, and PC1 of surrounding environment, on the basis of a 60% cumulative contribution to each
environmental variable (hereafter AP1, AP2, WP and SE, respectively; see appendix S1 in the electronic supplementary material).
To take into account the detectability of frog calls in surveys,
we assumed that the actual frog abundance was constant over
three survey days and that detectability was independent of
pond and dependent on only frog species. Then, the observed
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pond landscape
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actual abundance
of wrinkled frogs

detectability

observed abundance
of bullfrogs

detectability

observed abundance
of wrinkled frogs

bullfrog

wrinkled frog

Figure 1. Bayesian analysis diagram for how the abundance of invasive bullfrogs and native wrinkled frogs are directly and indirectly affected by pond connectivity,
carp and local environments. Grey boxes represent estimated parameters and white boxes represent data collected from our field surveys and geographical information systems (GIS). Using a Bayesian hierarchical approach, we estimated detectability of call surveys and unknown distance- and area-dependent parameters,
a and b, for connectivity, rather than we fixed them a priori.
count Ys,i,k of frog species s in focal pond i on the kth survey was
modelled as a binomial distribution [41]:
Ys,i,k j NS,i , ps  Binomial(Ns,i , ps ),
where Ns,i represents the actual frog number and ps is the
detectability of an individual in our calling surveys.
Prior to performing a Bayesian analysis, we conducted a preliminary analysis to narrow down explanatory variables for
Bayesian modelling because using all the variables is extremely
time-consuming. In this analysis, the explanatory variables
used were two types of connectivity (Si or S 0i), carp occupancy,
bullfrog abundance (only for wrinkled frogs), AP1, AP2, WP,
SE, pond area and year. Here, bullfrog abundance was log-transformed after adding 0.5 to make it easy to calculate indirect
effects. All explanatory variables other than categorical data
(carp occupancy and year) were standardized. Unlike in the Bayesian analysis detailed below, the density of each frog species was
evaluated separately without taking detectability into account. We
first calculated the corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc)
for models with all possible combinations of explanatory variables. As a and b in connectivity measures are unknown, we set
these parameters to various values (a ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,10 and b ¼ 0.4,
0.6, . . . ,1.6). Second, we chose a set of models with DAICc , 2
(the difference in AICc between the best model and the focal
model), and selected explanatory variables that appeared frequently (more than 60%) in these models. As a result, five
variables were selected as explanatory variables for bullfrogs:
connectivity without forest buffer (Si), carp occupancy, WP,
pond area and year. In addition, seven variables were selected
for wrinkled frogs: connectivity without forest buffer (Si), carp
occupancy, bullfrog abundance, AP1, AP2, SE and pond area
(see appendix S1 in the electronic supplementary material).

We assigned vague priors for the detectability and coefficients of explanatory variables: uniform distributions on [0, 1]
and normal distributions with mean 0 and variance 10 000. We
also set the prior of connectivity parameters a and b to uniform
distributions on [0.1, 12.0] and [0.1, 2.0], respectively. The
number of iterations for Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations
was 200 000, the number of burn-ins was 100 000 and the
thinning interval was 100. We confirmed convergence by assessing
whether R̂ of all estimates were smaller than 1.1 [42]. All of
the analyses were conducted using R v. 3.0.0 [43] and JUST ANOTHER
GIBBS SAMPLER v. 3.3.0 [44]. Our field survey dataset is available in
appendix S2 of the electronic supplementary material.

(iii) Laboratory experiments
In addition to the above-mentioned field surveys, we conducted
two different laboratory experiments to confirm the differential
predation pressure of carp on bullfrog and wrinkled frog tadpoles and to infer the underlying mechanisms. All tadpoles of
both the frog species used in the experiments had been raised
in the laboratory from eggs, with no previous experience of
encountering fish predators. The body sizes of both tadpole
species used for the experiments were similar, approximately
20 mm in total length (developmental stage 26 – 30 [45]). Nonnative carp (249 + 19 mm) were purchased from a fish farm.
They had no experience in consuming tadpoles prior to the
trials. They were fed commercial flake food (10 g) daily, but
not given flake food 24 h before trials to standardize the motivation of carp to feed among trials. All animals were kept on a
16 L : 8 D h photoperiod at 25 + 28C.
In experiment 1, we aimed to evaluate differential predation
pressure of carp on the two species of tadpoles. Trials were
conducted in a plastic tub (67  40  32 cm) containing 70 l of
aged tap water. To mimic natural habitat structures along a
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Figure 2. The effect of connectivity and species interactions on the abundance of wrinkled frogs and bullfrogs: the effects of (a) connectivity and (b) carp on
bullfrogs, and the effects of (c) connectivity, (d ) carp and (e) bullfrogs on wrinkled frogs. In (c,d ), we described not only the direct effect, but also the indirect
effect on wrinkled frogs through bullfrogs. The abundance of two frog species in figures represents values when variables other than the interests were fixed to their
averages. Each figure represents estimate (bold lines or rectangles) and 95% credible interval (thin lines or error bars).
pond shore, we placed plastic aquarium plants (density:
200 stems m22; height: 10 cm) in one half of the tub to serve as
refuge for tadpoles whereas the other half of the tub was an
open water space with no plants [46]. For each trial, one carp
was placed in the tub for 1 h for acclimatization. Just before the
introduction of tadpoles, a hand net was gently set in the open
space to divide the space between carp side and tadpole side,
to prevent attacks by the carp on tadpoles immediately after
their introduction. Then, five tadpoles of either bullfrog or
wrinkled frog were introduced to the tub and allowed to
acclimatize for 15 min [46,47]. The hand net was then removed
carefully from the tub, allowing the carp to prey on the tadpoles.
The number of tadpoles that had survived was counted 1 h later.
We used a total of 10 carp and each carp was used twice, once for
each frog species. The order of the trials of the two frog species
presented to each carp was randomly assigned. The number of
tadpoles consumed by carp was analysed using a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) with a logit link function and a
binomial error distribution. Frog species and carp identifier
were included in the model as fixed and random effects, respectively. Note that we did not introduce the two species of tadpoles
together, because we expected an absolute rather than relative
difference in predation by carp.
Furthermore, we conducted experiment 2 to test the hypothesis that the differential predation pressure of carp is owing to
the difference in refuge use and/or response to chemical cues
from carp. We used a small plastic tub (37  25  14 cm) containing either treatment or control water (10 l) in this experiment to
observe refuge use by tadpoles in the absence of carp. The treatment water was prepared by keeping two carp for 24 h in a tub
with 70 l of aged tap water and then filtering the water through a
filter net (mesh size less than 500 mm). As in experiment 1, we
placed plastic aquarium plants in half of the tub to serve as
a refuge. As tadpoles are known to increase the frequency of
refuge use when exposed to the chemical cues from predatory

fish [47,48], we expected that the tadpoles would frequently
take refuge in the plastic aquarium plants when exposed to the
treatment water. Five tadpoles (bullfrog or wrinkled frog) were
placed in the tub and acclimatized to the experimental conditions
for 15 min. Then, we counted the tadpoles’ positions in the tub
(in refuge or out of refuge) at 1 min intervals for 15 min. Each
of the four different trials (two treatments  two frog species)
was performed 10 times. The number of individuals in refuge
at each interval was analysed using GLMM with a logit link
function and a binomial error distribution. We used frog species
and water treatment as fixed effects and trial identifier as a
random effect. Our experimental dataset is available in appendix
S2 of the electronic supplementary material.

3. Results
(a) Field survey
Here, we describe the results of the Bayesian analysis with
regard to direct effects on bullfrogs, direct effects on wrinkled
frogs and indirect effects on wrinkled frogs through bullfrogs
(figure 2 and table 2).

(i) Direct effects on bullfrogs
Bullfrog densities increased with increasing pond connectivity, and this relationship was clearly positive (figure 2a):
the 95% credible interval (CI) did not include zero. The
presence of carp decreased bullfrog densities, and this
relationship was clearly negative (figure 2b). Bullfrog density
was correlated negatively with pond area and positively
with WP (high pH and electrical conductivity). Connectivity
parameters a and b were estimated to be 0.70 (95%
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median

95% CI

26.02

(26.39, 25.63)

(a) bullfrogs
direct effects
intercept
connectivity without forest buffer

0.80

(0.59, 1.02)

20.65
0.19

(21.10, 20.24)
(0.02, 0.39)

pond area
year

20.20
0.06

(20.32, 20.10)
(20.35, 0.42)

a (distance-dependent parameter in connectivity)
b (area-dependent parameter in connectivity)
detectability
(b) wrinkled frogs
direct effects
intercept
connectivity without forest buffer
carp
bullfrog
AP1 (ﬂoating and submerged plants)
AP2 (emerged plants)
SE (few forest and abundant paddy ﬁeld)
pond area
indirect effects
connectivity ! bullfrogs
carp ! bullfrogs
a (distance-dependent parameter in connectivity)
b (area-dependent parameter in connectivity)
detectability

CI: 0.15–1.43) and 1.08 (0.62– 1.38), and the detectability of
bullfrogs was estimated to be 0.83 (0.69 –0.90).

(ii) Direct effects on wrinkled frogs

0.70

(0.15, 1.43)

1.08
0.83

(0.62, 1.38)
(0.69, 0.90)

25.88
21.42

(26.50, 25.33)
(22.26, 20.89)

20.12

(20.50, 0.24)

21.15
0.19

(21.61, 20.74)
(0.05, 0.32)

0.18
0.12
20.36
20.74

(0.02, 0.32)
(20.01, 0.32)
(20.51, 20.22)
(21.13, 20.45)

0.37
1.22

(0.15, 0.65)
(0.49, 1.86)

1.83
0.54

(1.52, 1.99)
(0.38, 0.67)

densities (figure 2c). Furthermore, the presence of carp was
estimated to have an indirect positive effect on wrinkled
frogs (figure 2d).

(b) Laboratory experiments

In contrast to bullfrogs, wrinkled frog densities decreased
with increasing pond connectivity (figure 2c). Furthermore,
the presence of carp appeared to have little effect on wrinkled
frog densities: the 95% CI overlapped with zero (figure 2d).
As we expected, wrinkled frog densities clearly decreased
with increasing bullfrog abundance (figure 2e). Wrinkled
frog densities correlated negatively with pond area and positively with AP1 (high coverage by floating and submerged
plants) and AP2 (high coverage by emergent plants). Connectivity parameters a and b were estimated to be 1.22 (95% CI:
0.49– 1.86) and 1.83 (1.52– 1.99), and the detectability of
wrinkled frogs was estimated to be 0.54 (0.38 –0.67).

In experiment 1, bullfrog tadpoles were consumed by carp
threefold more frequently than wrinkled frog tadpoles
(figure 3a), and the difference was highly significant (x 21 ¼
10.85, p , 0.001). In experiment 2, the rate of refuge use by
bullfrog tadpoles was lower than that by wrinkled frog tadpoles, regardless of whether the water in the experimental
tub contained chemical cues from carp (figure 3b). The
effect of frog species was highly significant (x 21 ¼ 27.77, p ,
0.0001), whereas that of chemical cues was not (x 21 ¼ 0.34,
p ¼ 0.56).

(iii) Indirect effect on wrinkled frogs through bullfrogs

4. Discussion

Pond connectivity was estimated to have an indirect negative
effect on wrinkled frog densities through increased bullfrog

Our spatial distribution analysis yielded three main findings:
(i) bullfrogs had negative effects on wrinkled frog densities,

Proc. R. Soc. B 281: 20132621
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WP (high pH and EC)
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Table 2. The results from our Bayesian analysis: (a) direct effects on the densities of bullfrogs and (b) direct and indirect effects on the densities of wrinkled
frogs. (WP, AP1 and AP2 are principal components of water properties and aquatic plants. We represented median and 95% credible interval (CI) for each
parameter. Italics parameters indicates that 95% CI did not overlap with zero. Note that a, b and detectability must be positive.)
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(a)

40
30
20
10

bullfrogs

wrinkled
frogs

(b)
100

with carp chemical cues

rate of refuge use (%)

without carp chemical cues

80
60
40
20
0

bullfrogs

wrinkled
frogs

Figure 3. The results from our laboratory experiments: (a) predation rate of
common carp on tadpoles and (b) frequency of refuge use by tadpoles. Grey
bars in (b) represent the experimental tub with chemical cues of carp, and
white bars represent the tub without chemical cues.
(ii) connectivity between farm ponds increased the bullfrog
densities and indirectly decreased wrinkled frog densities,
and (iii) the presence of carp decreased bullfrog densities
and indirectly increased wrinkled frog densities. The advantage of our analysis is that it accounts for multiple sources of
uncertainty, including frog detectability and connectivity
parameters, by using a hierarchical Bayesian approach. The
above-mentioned inferences from the field surveys were
further supported by laboratory experiments on the predation pressure of carp on the two frog species. These lines of
evidence indicate that our study system was a metacommunity system consisting of carp as a resident top predator,
bullfrogs as an intermediate predator and wrinkled frogs as
a prey species. Although there are many experimental studies
on metacommunities [49–51], only a few field studies had
been conducted thus far [52,53]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no field studies on a metacommunity of
three trophic levels. In the following, we detail the metacommunity structure that gave rise to the above-described field
patterns, and we discuss the implications for conservation
of invaded ecosystems.

(a) Metacommunity structure in our system
Around the world, invasive bullfrogs are known to have
negative impacts on native species, mainly through predation
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[20,21]. As in previous studies, populations of native
wrinkled frogs in our study appear to have been decreased
by bullfrog predation, because wrinkled frog densities in
farm ponds decreased with increasing numbers of bullfrogs,
and anurans were most common in the stomach contents of
bullfrogs. In addition to predation, bullfrogs might have
negatively affected wrinkled frogs though interspecific competition for resources, but this does not seem to have
played a major role. First, as our experiment showed, larvae
of the two species are likely to exhibit microhabitat segregation to some degree, as wrinkled frogs do not prefer
open water. Second, adult wrinkled frogs consume primarily
ants [54], which bullfrogs rarely consumed in our study site
(see appendix S1 in the electronic supplementary material).
Interspecific predation in the larval stage is also unlikely to
be important, as anuran larvae are primarily algophagous
or detritivorous [55,56] and thus predation events at larval
stages may be uncommon in the wild.
We found a positive correlation between habitat connectivity and bullfrog abundance in farm ponds. This suggests
that high pond connectivity may promote migration of bullfrogs and decrease the risk of local extinction or enhance
local population size, that is, bullfrogs can occur in a metapopulation structure. In our analysis, the spatial scale of
connectivity affecting bullfrog abundance was estimated
to be about 1.4 km (¼1/a). Because bullfrogs are known to
move up to a few kilometres between ponds [26], our connectivity estimate agrees well with the earlier finding on bullfrog
movements. The analysis of our field surveys also revealed
that pond connectivity had an indirect negative effect on
the abundance of wrinkled frogs through increased numbers
of bullfrogs. Many previous studies have encouraged
enhancement of connectivity, for example, by creating corridors and fishways [7,8,57]. However, when invasive species
have become established, it is necessary to evaluate the
effect of habitat connectivity on both invasive and native
species in advance.
Surprisingly, our results revealed a direct negative effect
of connectivity on wrinkled frog densities. Several reasons
can be considered, but it is most likely that reduced
colonization of wrinkled frogs from neighbouring ponds
played a role. This is because increasing connectivity had
a positive effect on bullfrog densities both in focal and
neighbouring ponds and thus reduced the abundance of
wrinkled frogs at the metapopulation level. This may be
partly supported by the finding that the spatial scale of
connectivity of wrinkled frogs (0.8 km) was about half that
of bullfrogs (1.4 km). Wrinkled frogs were expected from
their small body size to have low movement ability, so
this spatial scale also appears to be biologically reasonable.
Further research is necessary to confirm the mechanisms
by which connectivity has a direct negative effect on
native species.
Our field survey further suggested that carp decreased
bullfrog densities, but that their negative effect on wrinkled
frogs was insignificant. Our laboratory experiments confirmed that this pattern may be owing to the difference in
predation pressure of carp between the two tadpole species
(experiment 1) and this difference may result from a difference in refuge use (experiment 2). We should acknowledge
some limitations of this study, namely small volume and
short-term laboratory experiments. Nevertheless, these lines
of evidence suggested that the presence of carp induced a
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Habitat connectivity is widely known to play an important
role in metapopulation persistence [36,63]. By the same
token, depression of connectivity is effective for controlling
invasive species that have metapopulation structures. For
conservation of native species in this context, two approaches
for connectivity management can be considered; one is to
manage links connecting habitat patches and the other is to
manage habitat patches themselves [64]. For link management, introduction of barriers to invasive fishes in rivers
[65] and alteration of the landscape matrix for invasive
plants to prevent seed dispersal [66] have been proposed.
However, reducing the quality of habitat patches has received
little attention in the landscape context. We have shown that
habitat connectivity increases negative effects of bullfrogs on
native species, but that predatory carp depresses local densities of bullfrogs, thus ameliorating their negative effects.
Because bullfrogs appear to disperse between ponds mainly
through the terrestrial matrix, link management that could
prevent or reduce their colonization rate is unrealistic. In
this situation, reducing the quality of habitat patches may
be promising. In our system, introduction of carp into farm
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